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Spine Collector Arrested by FBI, But the Saga
Isn’t Over

The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York announced that it had arrested
Filippo Bernardini, a 29-year-old Italian man, for allegedly conducting a dastardly scheme that
has bewildered the book-publishing business for the better part of five years.
Bernardini, who works in the foreign-rights department of the British arm of Simon & Schuster,
is accused of impersonating hundreds of his colleagues — editors, agents, literary scouts — by
creating fake email accounts in order to dupe others into sharing book manuscripts before they
have been published.
The thief had gone after hundreds of books, from titles by big-name authors (Margaret Atwood,
Anthony Doerr, Jennifer Egan) to books by debut novelists most readers had never heard of.
And no one could figure out why they were doing it at all.

Read More on Vulture

More #News
500M Avira Antivirus Users Introduced to Cryptomining
Norton 360 Now Comes With a Cryptominer
Signal's Cryptocurrency Feature Has Gone Worldwide
The Future of Tech Is Here. Congress Isn't Ready for It
The FTC Wants Companies to Find Log4j Fast. It Won't Be So Easy
US arrests suspect who stole unpublished books in phishing attacks
Swiss army bans all chat apps but locally-developed Threema
France hits Facebook and Google with $210 million in fines
US govt provides new guidelines for authentication systems
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Purple Fox malware distributed via malicious Telegram installers
University loses 77TB of research data due to backup error
US Police Warn of Parking Meters with Phishing QR Codes

#Breach Log
FlexBooker discloses data breach, over 3.7 million accounts impacted
US online pharmacy Ravkoo links data breach to AWS portal incident
NY OAG: Hackers stole 1.1 million customer accounts from 17 companies
Hackers use video player to steal credit cards from over 100 sites
UScellular discloses data breach after billing system hack
Broward Health discloses data breach affecting 1.3 million people
PulseTV discloses potential compromise of 200,000 credit cards
LastPass users warned their master passwords are compromised

#Patch Time!
Hackers Are Exploiting a Flaw Microsoft Fixed 9 Years Ago
NHS warns of hackers exploiting Log4Shell in VMware Horizon
QNAP warns of ransomware targeting Internet-exposed NAS devices
Microsoft releases emergency fix for Exchange year 2022 bug
WordPress 5.8.3 security update fixes SQL injection, XSS flaws
Google Patches Critical Security Flaws with Chrome 97 Release

#Tech and #Tools
Can You Trust a File’s Digital Signature?
Ghostwriter: Looking Back at 2021
A Deep Dive into DoubleFeature, Equation Group’s Post-Exploitation Dashboard
Turning bad SSRF to good SSRF: Websphere Portal
Top 10 web hacking techniques of 2021 - nominations open
A Threat Hunter’s Guide to the Mac’s Most Prevalent Adware Infections 2022
On the malicious use of large language models like GPT-3
NPM might be executing malicious code in your CI without your knowledge
SANS Christmas Challenge 2021 - Write-up
Sears Garage Door Signal Reverse Engineering

This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief
Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across
Europe, US and Australia, offering 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form of
entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs about
1,600 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European
Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity
Association). Kindred Group is audited and certified by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014
EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read
more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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